Irregular Verbs Group 6

Use the past tense of the verbs from the list to fill in the blanks.

blow    grow    swim    draw    keep
feel    know    win    fall    throw

1. Mary __________________ across the pool yesterday.

2. The coach __________________ the whistle many times during the game.

3. Last week, I __________________ very sick. I had to stay home.

4. Do you know who __________________ the lottery last night?

5. My poor mother __________________ down and broke her hip.

6. The supermarket manager __________________ asking the same questions.

7. The young artist __________________ the painting very well.

8. The royal poinciana tree __________________ so much in a year!

9. Everyone in the office __________________ about the romance between Britney and her boss.

10. The soccer player __________________ the ball and hit the window.
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